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elcome to the fifth Walker Chapel UMC Historic Cemetery Newsletter. We
are the teams that maintain, enhance, restore, research, and document our
historic treasure while planning for its expansion to meet our responsibilities
as a church in providing hallowed burial grounds for all in our community.
Currently: We are in the process of obtaining construction permits from Arlington County

and obtaining a General Contractor for the project. Resent proposed design changes include
restoration of the handicapped parking near the Fellowship Hall entrance with a new cutout
drop-off area to avoid blocking incoming traffic. The first review of the main cemetery has
been completed and the statistics and availability are presented below in this issue of the
newsletter.

Main Cemetery

The main cemetery covers the majority of land
within the Walker Chapel Historic District. It
was deeded to the Board of Trustees by Robert
and Margaret M. Walker, his wife, on the first
day of October in the year 1879. The Walker
Chapel Cemetery Committee oversees the
operation and care of the cemetery under the
guidance of the Board of Trustees.
The main cemetery is reserved for members of Walker Chapel. Gravesites are licensed by the
Cemetery Committee, under the Board of trustees, in perpetuity while title to the land remains
with Walker Chapel. Licenses are not transferable, but may be returned to the Chapel as either
a gift valued at the then current license fee or as a refund of the original license fee. Each
gravesite may be used for a single or double casketed burial or up to six cremains burials. A
vault is required except in the case of a cremains burial in a biodegradable urn.
Funerals, by law, must be conducted by a licensed Funeral Director who must be present during
the interment. The Cemetery Committee can make all other arrangements for the preparation
and closing of the grave, the chairs and awning, the ground cover, lowering devices, and vaults.
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Over the years the cemetery has had many
changes such as the gate and lights at the
entrance, the entrance patio and bench, and
the memorial garden where the original
Walker Chapel once stood.
In recent years the overgrowth, invasive
ivy, and dead trees have been removed.
The Boy Scouts turned the ugly dumping
ground in the back of the cemetery into a
beautiful berm with Mountain Laurel and
Azalea plantings.
In 2017-2018 our attention was drawn to the deteriorating condition of the wooden retaining
wall holding back the cemetery from the parking lot which was excavated sometime during
the 1960’s. Preliminary cost estimates for a replacement wall of just cinder block and rebar
ran easily over $100K. At the time the cemetery operating funds were at a low point and
unlike the Chapel, the cemetery had no Building for the Future rainy-day fund. We were in
need of an income stream if only for the cost of lawncare and minimal maintenance. A
solution was discussed with the Pastor and then the Board of Trustees and Chapel Council
and we have been following that solution ever since.
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The Solution

The solution was to:
1. Determine the gravesites in the main cemetery that could then be licensed to current
members of the Chapel wishing to rest in our Historic Cemetery,
2. Extend the cemetery to include columbaria for above-ground cremains interments,
3. Extend the cemetery to include a scattering garden for natural cremains interments,
4. Continue offering plaques in the Memorial Garden where once stood the original Walker Chapel, and
5. Create a Wall of Memories with plaques remembering those people, events and places
that put us on a better path in life.

The solution was given a name...the Historic Cemetery Project which was acronymized by a
Chapel member to the H C P .
Starting The H C P

The project put out a Request for Proposals [RFP] to obtain a landscape design firm coupled
with engineering / survey capabilities to ensure the design could be implemented. Moody
Graham Landscape Architecture and Langan Engineering teamed to provide a complete
solution to our requirements. Upon request from Walker Chapel the scope of the work was
extended to include technical assistance through the multifaceted approval chain up to and
including the selection of a General Contractor to implement the design.

The HCP team met for the first time in August 2019 with the following members:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chair of the Cemetery Committee and the HCP, Larry Danforth,
Walker Chapel Architect, James Wright,
Chair of the Board of Trustees, Christopher Hatcher,
Pastor Lynne Alley-Grant,
Senior Designer for Moody Graham, Emily Rodgers, now Kelly Fleming,
Landscape Designer, Meredith Ver Steeg,
Engineering Designer, Ryan Beasley.

The H C P In Action

The team went to work with an estimated design completion target in the fall of 2019. It has
taken longer, but the final design has been vetted by all concerned, sometimes akin to two people trying to wallpaper a bathroom at the same time, but we have a design that is solid, representative of the sanctity of the cemetery, and blends well with the Chapel. The design has been
approved in concept by the Arlington County Historic Affairs Landmark Review Board and
construction documentation submitted to the Arlington County Building Permit office. Once
permits are in hand, we will contract with and engage our General Contractor.
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Funding
As the project took hold, we struggled with how to raise the needed funds. Could we immediately start
licensing open gravesites in the main cemetery? Could we start pre-construction licensing of the
columbaria? Could we start pre-sales of plaques on the Wall of Memories? Could we tap into the
restricted cemetery fund? Could we ask for donations?
We couldn’t license open gravesites in the main cemetery because we didn’t know what was open and
the common belief for years was that the cemetery was full. We couldn’t pre-license columbaria space
because we had no idea of what space would be available or even if the columbaria would be approved
by the Historic Affairs Landmark Review Board [HALRB]. We couldn’t pre-sell Wall of Memories
plaques because we didn’t know where the wall would be, what it would look like or if it would be
approved. We might have been able to “borrow” funds from the restricted cemetery fund, but it was too
small to fund the project. Donations would come over time, but the Methodist Book of Discipline requires
that funds must be available prior to authorizing work and the Arlington District would have to be
added to the approval chain should we want to obtain a bank loan for the project.
The solution came from an unexpected source...Dorothy Glenn, a long-time member of Walker Chapel,
passed away and left the Walker Chapel Historic Cemetery her entire estate of $1.9M. The day after
learning of the bequeath while at a stop light in Springfield, the license plate frame on the car ahead said,
“Don’t Worry...God has you covered!”

Dorothy Dodge (“Dot”) Glenn was born on June 2, 1920 and grew
up in a small town in Northwest Ohio called Van Wert. She passed
away quietly at her home on Sunday, May 12, 2019, in Charlottesville,
Virginia at the age of 98.
It was at Foundry Methodist Church where she met her future husband,
Leo Glenn. He was born in a small town in Illinois outside of Chicago,
his first job was for a private firm in Chicago, then he went to D.C. to
work as an architect for the Navy during World War II. Dorothy was
predeceased by her beloved husband of 51 years.
One interesting item found in the Smithsonian’s Torch newsletter from
April 1968 mentioned that Dorothy was part of a newly formed tenperson Women’s Rights Committee tasked with creating “an action
program for assuring equal employment opportunity for women at the
Smithsonian.” Dorothy retired in 1986 after 40 years with the federal
government of which the last 24 were with the Smithsonian Institution.

Dorothy was a long-time member of Walker Chapel
United Methodist Church and her legacy will carry on
as she bequeathed her estate to the Walker Chapel
Cemetery and the Historic Cemetery Project.
Dorothy and her husband Leo are now resting in our
care in our historic cemetery where they join with the
many who built Walker Chapel with their own hands.
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The Main Cemetery
The main cemetery layout has a left side and a right side separated by a road. In his record from 1945,
Vernie Lesessne Gaddy wrote about numbering the lots on the “left side of the road” which we now
know as the side from the gate to the original site of Walker Chapel. We didn’t know if the “road” was
what is now Old Glebe Road or our parking lot entrance which is the original Little Falls Road. It took a
while but we came to recognize a grass lane down the middle of the cemetery as the “road” with grave
lots to the left and right as you walk up the hill. A few lots became unavailable with the addition of the
main gate and patio (L02-160, L03-161-163) and the addition of the administration building in 1955 (R01001-006). There are lots that are unavailable due to trees and bushes and due to the building of Old
Glebe Road and its sidewalk and lighting. But the main cemetery is very much as originally laid out by
Cemetery Committee members over the centuries...serving on the Cemetery Committee is linking arm-in
-arm with these historic giants, many of whom are now resting in our care in our peaceful cemetery.
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Statistics
There are 20 rows of lots on the left side and 24 rows on the right side. One of the mysteries is
why there is no row 21 on the right side as there was space for it. The left side has 147 lots and
the right side has 237 lots where the widest lots are L09-008, R15-007, R10-10, and R16-008 at 15
feet. The deepest lot is R17-004 at 14 feet deep. 266 lots are the standard 10 feet wide which
may accommodate three grave sites depending on how the space was used. Sometimes one or
two graves were centered in the lot. 58 lots are wider and 64 are narrower with seven sites at 3
feet wide.
We have 1,144 gravesites in the cemetery with 655 graves. There are 81 double depth graves
where the first grave was placed in anticipation of a second single depth grave at a later time.
There are 537 single depth graves, some with a double depth but most as a single grave that
precludes use of the double depth space. For those doing the math, the balance are cremains
interments. As a side note, all currently open sites are qualified to be used for a single and
double depth interment, but there is a trend where many cemeteries are charging up to 75% of
the original license fee for the double depth.
Early licenses were for entire lots, not individual gravesites. Today we license individual
gravesites and so the concept of a lot is of less importance. We are required to use concrete
vaults for casketed burials where the grave is 40” wide x 96” long. Three vaults will fit within a
standard lot but much depends on how the neighboring vaults were placed.
Much work remains in determining which gravesites are available for new licenses. We have
been most conservative in declaring a site “open” taking any hint of a grave as confirmation the
site is in use. Many graves are unmarked but were detected by ground penetrating radar.
Others are documented in the books but were not detected by ground penetrating radar. When
in doubt, the site was marked as probable, not available, blocked, family, or to be researched.
We spent over a year probing the gravesites and recently conducted a full penetrating radar
study of the cemetery. There are 57 unused gravesites where there is no licensee of record thus
available for new licensing. There are 173 gravesites not in use where there is a licensee of
record.
Our plan is to re-validate the 57 gravesites that have not been licensed and open them to the
members of Walker Chapel who wish to rest under our care in our historic cemetery. Before we
can do this we must update the Cemetery Policies and Procedures Guide, confirm the fee
structure, and obtain approval from the Pastor, Board of Trustees and the Walker Chapel
Council. We will announce the date and time when licensing applications may be submitted
either by mail or the chapel.walkerchapel.org website and post to the cemetery website the
details on available locations, fees, policies, and procedures.
Initial applications will be opened and processed by the Cemetery Committee with oversight
from the Board of Trustees and Walker Chapel Council. Individuals and/or families will then
be invited to meet with the Cemetery Committee, tour the cemetery, and select their site(s).
If you are in need of a license before then, please do contact us directly at

cemetery@walkerchapel.org.
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We will also commence a task force to identify and locate licensees or direct relatives who hold
licenses to sites that remain unused. In some cases these licensees are current members, but in
many cases we have incomplete contact information or not much more than just a last name.
We will proceed legally to reclaim unused sites when we have exhausted all attempts to
contact the licensee. Note that licenses can only be inherited if the license is explicitly listed in
the last will and testament of the original licensee or his designated beneficiary.
Our Thanks

Many members of Walker Chapel have historically participated in making this all possible. The
Chapel was in inseparable part of their lives as they built the foundation for what we share
today.
Certainly the Walker family started the path and they were followed by their extended family
for decades. The Elliot brothers were important builders of the current Chapel buildings while
many cemetery managers like Vernie Lesessne Gaddy and Donald Randall took on the daily
tasks of operations and maintenance.
Many have donated unused licenses back to the Chapel for others to use while many more have
been faithful contributors to help maintain, restore, and preserve our heritage.
For those now in our care, their presence is felt when you walk through the cemetery and pause
at their resting places. Knowing their stories connects you with them and one hopes that some
day you can have that long conversation.
To those who got the H C P going

The seed of the HCP was planted when first reading the ledger created by Vernie Lesessne
Gaddy in 1945. He and Lula are resting in L08-139. He brought the cemetery to life as he
described his efforts and sometimes his frustrations.
In October 2013 Jackson Shaffer with assistance from Dana conducted a study of the entire
cemetery as part of his Boy Scout Eagle Project. In 593 pages Jackson documented every
gravesite compete with individual photographs. He gave us a huge step up when he also
created a MS Excel spreadsheet with all the information he gathered.
Jackson’s spreadsheet was imported and used to start the current database which we have
expanded and enhanced to meet both the recording and reporting needs of the Cemetery.
Jackson’s information along with four sets of cemetery written records were integrated by Andy
Hendricks over many months of comparing the records to the actual cemetery and working out
the differences. Claudia Cox then spent many days transferring the information into the new
cemetery database.
A team participated in probing all the sites in the cemetery and while probing proved to be
inconclusive it was another strong step forward in documentation. Participants were Andy
Hendricks, Walt Lundy, Herb Grant, Carl Cunningham Walter Leathers and Aiden McGehann
who labored one whole summer.
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The Main Cemetery
You can see here there are rows identified in the
light gray boxes along the outside edges. Within
the rows there are lots numbered somewhat
consecutively but with a few bumps as adjustments
were made over the years.

Not shown are the gravesites within each lot. That information follows on the next three pages.
The gravesites are color coded with the light green gravesites being the current open sites for
new licenses. The gravesites are then shown within the lot. Some lots only have a single grave
while others have more, sometimes up to five. The graves are color coded by status:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open for new licenses: light green
Licensed and open: dark green
Grave present: black
Double grave present: dark gray
Probable grave: light gray
Under review: orange
Not available: brown (trees, shrubs, roads or other obstructions)
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The LEFT side was mostly established in 1945
by Vernie Lessesne Gaddy, the Chair of the
Cemetery Committee. A few spaces at the
front were released for the entrance patio and
bench and are now marked as “not available”.
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The RIGHT side starts in the back corner along
Old Glebe Road. It is the original area of
Walker’s Graveyard that was deeded to the
Walker Chapel Trustees. Much of the area is
coded as a Historical Reserve and is the location
of many early graves that were marked only by a
rough stone inserted vertically into the ground.
The families knew which stones were theirs but
that knowledge has been lost. Some of the
graves were detected by ground penetrating
radar but it remains an area shrouded in the mystery of time.

We plan to build a memorial to the Walker family and call it Walker’s Corner Meditation
Garden. With a lot of archeological research and approval of the HALRB we hope to cover the
ground with a meditation labyrinth.
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The balance of the
RIGHT side runs
from Walker’s Corner down to the
playground. It has
many
beautiful
trees and many of
the graves here
date
from
the
1800’s and early
1900’s.
The first
row was shortened
when the administrative
building
was constructed in
place of the horse
barn in 1955.

The dividing line
between the left and
right sides is a grass
access road down
the middle of the
cemetery. The Right
side area appears
visually open, but
there are many unmarked and unused
gravesites.

If you have any questions regarding your license,
please contact us. If you are related to the deceased, if
you feel you have inherited the site, if you think you
may have a license to a site...we would like to talk with
you by phone, by zoom, or email to

cemetery@walkerchapel.org
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Coming up…
We will publish the fall issue of this newsletter on
or about the 15th of October, 2020. The issue will
contain an update on the Historic Cemetery Project and the start of our Search and Reclamation
project.

Walker Chapel Historic Cemetery
4102 North Glebe Road
Arlington, VA 22207
(703) 538-5200
E-mail: cemetery@walkerchapel.org
Website: www.walkerchapel.org/cemetery
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